RAVLT and nonverbal analog: French forms and clinical findings.
Objective clinical evaluation of memory frequently requires serial testing but the issue of whether multi-formed tests are equivalent and can be used interchangeably is seldom examined. An added problem in bilingual Canadian settings is the extent to which it is appropriate to measure French speakers' performance on translations of English tests. The present work used the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT) and a nonverbal analog, the Aggie Figures Learning Test (AFLT), to examine whether a) different forms of the same test are equivalent, b) performance on the two tests is comparable, c) two language groups perform similarly, and d) the RAVLT can detect dysfunction in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). We compared three French versions of the RAVLT and three forms of the AFLT in 114 healthy francophone adults. We subsequently compared the performance of the same francophone subjects to a previously obtained sample of anglophones on both tests, and then administered the RAVLT to anglophone or francophone patients with TLE. For both tasks the three forms were equivalent and performance on the RAVLT was comparable to that on the AFLT. Francophone subjects performed slightly worse on the RAVLT compared to anglophones but performance of the two language groups did not differ on the AFLT. Finally, left TLE patients were impaired compared to right on the RAVLT, but no performance differences were observed across the two language groups in the patient sample. The RAVLT and AFLT are useful tools for examination of learning and memory in French and English speaking populations. On the RAVLT, the lesion effect in patients is not affected by differences in performance between language groups.